We consider the task of estimating the 3D orientation of an object of known category given an image of the object and a bounding box around it. Recently, CNN-based regression and classification methods have shown significant performance improvements for this task. This paper proposes a new CNN-based approach to monocular orientation estimation that advances the state of the art in four different directions. First, we take into account the Riemannian structure of the orientation space when designing regression losses and nonlinear activation functions. Second, we propose a mixed Riemannian regression and classification framework that better handles the challenging case of nearly symmetric objects. Third, we propose a data augmentation strategy that is specifically designed to capture changes in 3D orientation. Fourth, our approach leads to state-of-the-art results on the PASCAL3D+ dataset.
as 3D pose estimation, is an integral part of many problems in computer vision, e.g., scene understanding and reconstruction, and has recently seen renewed interest due to its applications in autonomous driving, robot manipulation and augmented reality, where the ability to reason and plan in 3D is of vital importance.
The "3D pose" of an object consists of its 3D location (described by an extrinsic translation T ) and its 3D orientation (described by an extrinsic rotation R). In this work, we are interested only in estimating the 3D orientation of the object. Specifically, given an image and a bounding box around an object in the image with known object category label, we consider the problem of estimating the object's orientation (see Fig. 1 ). This simplification is motivated by the remarkable success of current object detection algorithms at predicting the object's scale/depth and its 2D location. Therefore, we will assume that the bounding box and category label are either given by an oracle (ground-truth) or are the output of a detection system. Throughout this paper we use the words 3D pose and orientation interchangeably.
Prior Work
As we will discuss in more detail in §2, state-of-the-art methods for monocular object pose estimation are all based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs). One family of methods uses a CNN to extract keypoints related to the object in the image and then uses a PnP algorithm to predict the object's pose from these keypoints. Another family of methods uses a CNN to predict the pose directly from the image. Such methods follow either a regression framework, where orientation is predicted directly, or a classification framework, where the orientation space is first discretized. Our work falls arXiv:1807.07226v1 [cs.CV] 19 Jul 2018 Fig. 1 : Overview of the problem statement: Given a 2D image x n of an object and a bounding box containing the object, design a CNN that predicts the object's 3D pose y n . As part of the problem, we try to answer the following questions with geometrically meaningful components for the CNN pipeline: (i) What is an appropriate representation of 3D pose? (ii) What is a good loss function for this task? (iii) What kind of network architectures are useful for this task?? (iv) What data augmentation strategies are useful for this task?
in the second family of methods as we are also interested in predicting the pose directly from the input image.
In our view, a major disadvantage of existing methods is that they use representations of orientation and loss functions that do not properly take into account the geometry of the space of rotations. For example, many orientation estimation methods represent orientation in terms of Euler angles, discretize the angles into bins and solve a pose classification task while training the network with a cross-entropy loss. While some methods try to incorporate the cyclical symmetry of angles via a weighted cross-entropy loss, this is very different from using the Riemannian geometry of the orientation space. Other methods use better representations, but they still discretize the orientation space to eventually solve a classification problem. The drawback of classification-based approaches is that they give nonzero estimation error even with perfect pose classification accuracy due to the discretization process. Moreover, this error might be large if the binning is coarse.
Regression-based approaches overcome errors due to binning by predicting a continuous pose. However, current methods either regress a (cos, sin) representation of Euler angles or use a Euclidean distance between orientation representations, which again ignores Riemmanian properties like geodesic distances on the space of orientations. Another issue with regressionbased methods is that they predict a single orientation without a confidence score. This is a problem for object categories that exhibit strong symmetries because the regression system will predict a single orientation which might be far from the ground truth. In such cases, it would be preferable to have a system that predicts multimodal orientation distributions with a confidence score for each hypothesis. Finally, another disadvantage of existing methods is that network architectures and training methods are not specifically designed for orientation estimation. For example, existing data augmentation techniques such as 2D jittering are adequate for object classification and detection, but some form of 3D jittering is needed for orientation estimation.
Paper Contributions
This work addresses the aforementioned drawbacks by designing a new 3D orientation estimation system that incorporates the geometry of the space of rotations into a combined regression and classification framework.
Our first contribution is the use of orientation representations like axis-angle and quaternion as outputs of a CNN and geodesic distances on the space of rotations as loss functions of our CNN. While these representations and distances have been used extensively in the past in computer vision, see e.g., Ma et al (2003) , it is only recently that they have been used in the context of CNNs, e.g., Kendall et al (2015) use the quaternion representation with an Euclidean loss function.
Our second contribution is a framework for combining regression and classification-based approaches to orientation estimation. As we discussed earlier, pure regression and classification-based approaches both have certain disadvantages. However, by combining both formulations, we can get the best of both worlds. Specifically, we propose a family of Bin & Delta models, where a Bin network predicts a discrete orientation by solving a classification task and a Delta network predicts a continuous refinement of the discrete orientation by solving a regression task. The proposed framework is flexible and allows for many choices of regression and/or classification losses, what the output of each network represents and how to combine them. While recent work does combine pose regression and classification methods (see §2 for details), such methods are particular cases of our more general framework, which is designed taking the geometry of the space of rotations into account. Our third contribution is a 3D pose jittering strategy for the task of orientation estimation. 2D jittering involves translating the bounding box around an object in the image plane, which is adequate for 2D object detection and classification, but limited for 3D orientation estimation. In this work, we jitter the object in 3D using small rotations (both in-plane rotations via deviations of camera-tilt and out-of-plane rotations via deviations of azimuth and elevation angles). This is more appropriate to train orientation estimation networks and better reflects the geometry of the jittered augmented data.
Our fourth contribution is to obtain state-of-the-art performance on the challenging Pascal3D+ dataset under a variety of metrics using both ground-truth bounding boxes and bounding boxes returned by object detection systems. Specifically, we introduce 14 distinct Bin & Delta models with different decision choices and compare their performance. We also present a detailed evaluation of various decision choices via an extensive ablation analysis. This is an empirical validation of our design choices and the advantages of using a geometricallyaware CNN system for orientation estimation.
To summarize, the contributions of our work are:
-The integration of Riemannian representations of rotations and geodesic loss functions for 3D orientation estimation into convolutional neural networks; -The integration of regression and classification approaches to predict continuous 3D orientations while modeling multimodal orientation distributions; -A new geometry-based data augmentation strategy that is appropriate for orientation estimation; and -An experimental evaluation of our models showing that they achieve state-of-the-art performance on the challenging Pascal3D+ dataset.
This paper is an extended version of our preliminary work (Mahendran et al, 2017 (Mahendran et al, , 2018 with new models and architectures, new activation and loss functions, and new experimental results. Specifically, we introduce the Riemannian Bin & Delta models in §5.3.2 that improve upon the Log-Euclidean Bin & Delta models in Mahendran et al (2018) ( §5.3.7 here) . We also recognize two different relaxations in the Probabilistic Bin & Delta models in Mahendran et al (2018) and correspondingly split them into our Probabilistic Bin & Delta ( §5.3.3), RelaXed Bin & Delta ( §5.3.4) and RelaXed Probabilistic Bin & Delta models ( §5.3.5). We also expand our ablation analysis ( §7.4) relative to Mahendran et al (2017) with new results from our Geodesic Bin & Delta models. Finally, we also expand results on orientation estimation with detected bounding boxes ( §7.5) relative to Mahendran et al (2017) with new models and a more detailed evaluation with different object detection systems.
Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we review the state of the art on 3D pose estimation. In §3, we review some geometric properties of the space of orientations that we would like to use in designing our networks for orientation estimation, namely, representations of orientation in §3.1 and geodesic loss functions in §3.2. Then in §4, we describe our proposed geodesic regression network for orientation estimation that uses these representations and loss functions. In §5, we discuss our proposed Bin & Delta models (outlined in Table 1 ) that combine classification and regression for orientation estimation. This is followed by §6 where we explain our geometry-based data augmentation strategy. In §7, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our models with state-of-the-art performance on the Pascal3D+ dataset and a detailed experimental evaluation that includes results with bounding boxes returned by an oracle §7.3 and an object detection system §7.5. Finally, in §8, we state conclusions derived from our work.
2 Related Work 3D Pose Estimation Algorithms. There are many non-deep learning methods for 3D pose estimation given 2D images (Lpez-Sastre et al, 2011; Ramanan, 2012, 2014; Aubry et al, 2014; Glasner et al, 2011; Liebelt and Schmid, 2010; Lim et al, 2013 Lim et al, , 2014 Pepik et al, 2012b,a; Fei-Fei, 2007, 2008) . However, due to space constraints, we restrict our review to methods based only on deep networks. As mentioned earlier, the current literature on 3D pose estimation using deep networks can be divided in two groups: (i) methods that predict 2D keypoints from images and then recover 3D pose by solving a PnP problem, and (ii) methods that directly predict 3D pose from an image.
The first group of methods includes the works of Crivellaro et al (2015); Grabner et al (2018) ; Pavlakos et al (2017) ; Wu et al (2016) ; Rad and Lepetit (2017) . Pavlakos et al (2017) and Wu et al (2016) use 2D keypoints corresponding to the projections of semantically meaningful points on 3D object models as the output of their network. Given a new image, they predict a probabilistic map of 2D keypoints and recover 3D pose by comparing with some pre-defined object models. In Grabner et al (2018) ; Rad and Lepetit (2017); Crivellaro et al (2015) , instead of semantic keypoints, they use 2D keypoints corresponding to the projection of the 8 corners of a 3D bounding box encapsulating the object. The network is trained by comparing the predicted Bin & Delta model with Log-Euclidean regression loss on the delta outputs and cross-entropy loss on the discretized pose space Table 1 : An overview of our proposed models for monocular 3D pose estimation.
2D keypoint locations with the projections of the 3D keypoints on the image under ground-truth pose annotations. Grabner et al (2018) uses a Huber loss on the projection error to be robust to inaccurate groundtruth annotations and is the current state-of-the-art on the Pascal3D+ dataset to the best of our knowledge.
The second group of methods includes the works of Tulsiani and Malik (2015) ; Su et al (2015) ; Elhoseiny et al (2016); Massa et al (2016 Massa et al ( , 2014 ; Wang et al (2016) ; Mousavian et al (2017) . All these methods train a network to predict the orientation given 2D images and use the Euler angle representation of rotation matrices to estimate the azimuth, elevation and cameratilt angles separately. Tulsiani and Malik (2015) and Elhoseiny et al (2016) divide the angles into non-overlapping bins and solve a classification problem. Su et al (2015) additionally use a weighted cross-entropy loss for finegrained orientation classification. On the other hand, Wang et al (2016) regresses the angles directly with a direct Euclidean loss. Massa et al (2016) proposes multiple loss functions based on regression and classification for joint object detection and pose estimation, and concludes that the classification methods work better than the regression ones. Mousavian et al (2017) divides the angles into overlapping bins and trains their network using a multibin loss that combines regression and classification. As we discussed earlier, our work is closest to the second ground of methods in that we are also interested in a monocular orientation estimation problem, but with the key difference that we are interested in designing our orientation estimation system with representations, loss functions and data augmentation that is geometrically coherent.
3D Pose Representations and Loss Functions.
There has been recent interest in quaternion representations of 3D pose for camera localization (Kendall et al, 2015; Cipolla, 2016, 2017; Tulsiani et al, 2018) , but these works recommend a Euclidean, reprojection or classification loss respectively instead of the geodesic loss. Another work , uses quaternion representation (with a smoothed L 1 loss) in combination with a 3D location field to predict 3D pose of cars within a joint object detection and pose estimation framework. Recently, Hou et al (2018) also propose Riemannian loss and gradients on the SE(3) manifold in the context of CNNs for the task of pose estimation for image registration of fetal MRIs.
Our proposed mixed classification-regression framework, with its Bin and Delta models, can be considered a generalization of (Mousavian et al, 2017; Li et al, 2018; Güler et al, 2017 Güler et al, , 2018 Güler et al (2017 Güler et al ( , 2018 uses the Bin and Delta model to generate dense correspondences between a 3D model and an image for face landmark and human pose estimation. Güler et al (2017) learns a modification of our Simple Bin and Delta model in Eqn. (32) with a separate Delta network for every facial region while Güler et al (2018) is a particular case of the Probabilistic Bin and Delta model we propose in Eqn. (25). Güler et al (2018) also makes a connection between a Bin and Delta model and a mixture of regression experts proposed in Jordan and Jacobs (1994) , where the classification output probability vector acts as a gating function on regression experts. There has been recent interest in trying to design networks and representations that combine classification and regression to model 3D pose but the authors of these different works have treated this as a one-off representation problem. In contrast, we propose a general framework that encapsulates prior models as particular cases.
Preliminaries on 3D Orientations
In this section, we provide a brief overview of representations and loss functions of orientations that respect the special geometry of the space of orientations. We direct the reader to Ma et al (2003) and Hartley and Zisserman (2004) for more details.
Representations of Orientation
We are interested in estimating the orientation, represented by a 3D rotation R, of an object in the image. There are multiple ways in which 3D rotations can be represented and we describe three of them here: (1) Euler angles, (2) Axis-angles and (3) Quaternions. We use the axis-angle representation in this work as it best captures the geometry and complexity of the space of 3D orientations. Euler Angles. A common way of describing rotation matrices is in terms of its Euler angles: azimuth az, elevation el and camera-tilt ct. Assuming a ZXZ convention, the rotation matrix R is given by
where ca = cos(az), sa = sin(az), ce = cos(el), se = sin(el), cc = cos(ct), sc = sin(ct) and the three matrices capture rotations about the Z-axis by angle ct, about the X-axis by angle el and about the Z-axis by angle az respectively. However, this representation of 3D rotations, (az, el, ct), suffers from the following two drawbacks: (1) The representation is not unique when el = 0, a problem also commonly known as the Gimbal Lock. (2) The representation ignores properties of the space rotation matrices. Specifically, any rotation matrix R lies in the set of special orthogonal matrices SO(3) . 
T such that v 2 = 1. This can also be expressed as the exponential map exp : R 3 → SO(3) between axis-angle vectors y ∈ R 3 and rotations R ∈ SO(3). Similarly, we can also define a logarithm map between a rotation R and its axis-angle vector y = θv, log : SO(3) → R 3 . Restrict θ ∈ [0, π) and defining R = I 3 ⇔ y = 0 3 ensures an invertible mapping.
Quaternion. Another popular representation for 3D rotation matrices are quaternions. Given an axis-angle vector y = θv, the corresponding quaternion q = (c, s) is given by (cos
T . By construction, quaternions are unit norm, i.e. q 2 = 1, and are points on the hypersphere S 3 . = {x : x ∈ R 4 , x 2 = 1}. Also, note that quaternions q and −q, or antipodal points on the hypersphere S 3 , correspond to rotations by angle θ about axis v and angle 2π−θ about axis −v respectively, which correspond to the same rotation matrix. Axisangle vectors represent 3-degree of freedom rotations with a compact 3-dimensional representation whereas quaternions use a 4-dimensional representation with an additional unit-norm constraint.
Loss functions on 3D Orientation space
As we mentioned earlier, we would like to exploit the special properties of rotation matrices. One such property is the geodesic distance or the shortest distance between two points along the manifold, which is a better measure of the "closeness" between two elements of the manifold when compared to the Euclidean distance. The geodesic distance between two rotation matrices R 1 and R 2 is given by
where logm is the matrix logarithm and · F is the Frobenius norm. This can be simplified further using the Rodrigues' rotation formula,
to get
This geodesic distance better captures the (Riemannian) geometry of the orientation space and is the loss function we would like to use for our proposed work. 
Geodesic Regression Network for Orientation Estimation
In this section, we present our proposed network that formulates the orientation estimation task as a geodesic regression problem. We present the network architecture in §4.1, loss function in §4.2 and model in §4.3. We also present two baselines that formulate the task as Euclidean regression ( §4.4.1) or classification ( §4.4.2).
Architecture
We follow a standard network design for 3D pose estimation, where the network has two parts: a feature network and a pose network, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The feature network is shared across all object categories, but there is one pose network associated with each object category.The feature network takes as input an Image x, and outputs the feature descriptor of the image, Φ F (x; W F ), where W F are the weights associated with the feature network. Our feature network is the ResNet-50 network of He et al (2016a,b) minus the last classification layer. The pose network takes the object category label c and the output of the feature network f = Φ F (x; W F ) as input and predicts the object pose y = Φ P (f ; W c P ), where W c P denotes weights of the pose network associated with category label c.
The pose network has 3 fully connected layers with associated ReLU activations and batch normalization as outlined in Fig. 3 for the axis-angle representation. The difference between different pose networks for axisangle and quaternion representations is in the last 2 layers as shown in Fig. 4 . For the axis-angle representation, the output of the pose network is a 3-dim output y = θv and we model the constraints θ ∈ [0, π) and v i ∈ [−1, 1] using a π tanh non-linearity. For the quaternion representation, the output is 4-dimensional and we model the unit-norm constraint using a L 2 normalization non-linearity. 
Loss Functions
We would like to use the geodesic regression loss discussed in §3.2 as our loss function for Geodesic Regression. Under the two representations of axis-angle and quaternion, this loss function takes different forms.
Axis-angle Loss. The geodesic regression loss between two axis-angle vectors y 1 and y 2 is given by
where R 1 = exp(y 1 ) and R 2 = exp(y 2 ) and d(R 1 , R 2 ) is defined in Eqn. (4). This geodesic regression loss is our proposed alternative to the standard Euclidean regression loss, L E (y 1 , y 2 ) = y 1 − y 2 2 2 . Note that another interpretation of axis-angle vectors y = log(R) is that they are projections of rotation matrices R to the tangent space at the identity I 3 . Under this interpretation of axis-angle vectors, the Euclidean regression loss L E (y 1 , y 2 ) is (locally) the Euclidean distance between projections of corresponding rotation matrices R 1 and R 2 in the tangent space at I 3 . The Euclidean distance on the tangent space is also a popular choice of distances in Riemannian geometry but, this is a good distance only locally (near I 3 ) whereas the geodesic distance is valid globally.
It is interesting to note that,
This is another way of saying that the Euclidean distance between two axis-angle vectors is not a geometrically appropriate loss function.
Quaternion Loss. The geodesic distance between two quaternions q 1 and q 2 is given by
This is identical to the geodesic distance d(R 1 , R 2 ) of Eqn. (2), where q 1 and q 2 are quaternions corresponding to rotation matrices R 1 and R 2 respectively. Using quaternion algebra, we have (c 1 ,
. Substituting these in Eqn. (2) leads to the geodesic quaternion regression loss,
Geodesic Regression Model
We combine the network architecture and loss functions described earlier to form the Geodesic Regression network, which is trained while solving the optimization problem,
Here L R (y * n , y n ) is the geodesic loss (defined in Eqns. (5) and (8)) between ground-truth pose y * n and predicted 
Baselines
We compare the Geodesic Regression network with two common-sense baselines of (i) Euclidean Regression and (ii) Classification, which we describe next.
Euclidean Regression Model
In this model, we train the network using the squared Euclidean loss instead of the Geodesic loss leading to the optimization problem,
As we shall see later in §7.3 (Table 2 ) and §7.4 (Table 13), the Geodesic regression model is consistently better than the Euclidean regression model for both axis-angle and quaternion representations as it models the underlying geometry of the problem more faithfully.
Classification Model
Here, we discretize the continuous pose space into bins defined by a given dictionary of key poses
. Formally, given a pose y ∈ R 3 (axis-angle representation), we assign it pose label l ∈ {1, . . . , K} if key pose z l is the closest to y, i.e., l = argmin k y − z k 2 . The work of Li et al (2018) used a pre-specified dictionary of key poses obtained by a uniform tessellation of SO(3). In this work, we try to capture the geometry of the data (target orientation space) by learning a K-Means dictionary {z k } from training data as our key pose dictionary. Note that our pose target y can be any choice of orientation representation: axis-angle or quaternion representations. Then, the network architecture is the same as for the regression models with the difference being the last 2 layers of the pose network (shown in Fig. 4c ). Notice that the output of the classification model is K-dimensional, where K is the size of the pose dictionary used to discretize the pose space and the final non-linearity is a softmax operation. The classification model is then trained by solving the optimization problem,
where L C (l * n , l n ) is the cross-entropy loss between groundtruth pose label,
and predicted pose label l n = Φ C P (Φ F (x n ; W F ); W c P ). The final pose output is given by y n = z ln .
Mixed Classification-Regression Networks for Orientation Estimation
As mentioned earlier, a disadvantage of the pure regression approach is that it is unable to properly model multimodal pose distributions arising in object categories that exhibit shape symmetries. One way to overcome this limitation is to break down the task of estimating 3D pose into three parts: (1) estimate a distribution of discrete pose labels associated with some key poses, a classification task that can capture the multimodal nature of the pose space, (2) estimate a continuous deviation from the key poses, a regression task that still returns fine pose estimates, and (3) combine the discrete and continuous pose estimates via some combination function. These three steps are achieved using our Bin & Delta models, which we now describe in more detail. Specifically, §5.1 describes the proposed network architecture, §5.2 describes the proposed loss functions, and §5.3.1- §5.3.7 describe a variety of models that arise from different choices of the combination function, regression loss, classification loss and network architecture.
Architecture
Instead of using a single multi-layer perceptron as the pose network, as done in the pure regression and classification networks shown in §4, 
where z l is the key pose corresponding to label l, δy is the deviation from that key pose and g(·, ·) is some combination function. Therefore, the parameters of the Bin & Delta model are given by W = [W F , {W will also be a function of the pose label l. This modeling decision is equivalent to deciding whether to have a common covariance matrix across all clusters or have a different covariance matrix for every cluster in a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
Loss Functions
As implied by the name, the loss function for a Mixed Classification-Regression network is a combination of a regression loss and a classification loss. Specifically, the loss is given by
where we apply the geodesic regression loss L R on the pose outputs y 1 = g(z l1 , δy 1 ) & y 2 = g(z l2 , δy 2 ) and the classification loss L C on pose labels l 1 & l 2 . The losses are combined with a relative weighting parameter α. The pose variables y 1 and y 2 can refer to any choice of orientation representation with an appropriately chosen combination function. The mixed loss of Eqn. (14) is an extension of the geodesic loss of Eqns. (5), (8) for the mixed representation with additional supervision on the classification component. Note that applying the regression loss at the pose output is also a modeling choice and as we shall see later in §5.3.6 and §5.3.7, we can instead apply a regression loss on the output of the Delta network to get a different model.
Models
Combining the network architecture and loss functions described above with different modeling choices leads to a variety of Bin & Delta models which are detailed in this section. An overview of all the models discussed here is provided in Table 1 . 
Geodesic Bin & Delta Model
The Geodesic Bin & Delta model is our first mixed classification-regression model, where we choose the combination function g(·, ·) in Eqn. (13) as
This choice of g when substituted in the mixed-loss function of Eqn. (14), leads to the optimization problem
where we minimize the weighted sum of two terms: (1) Geodesic loss L R between ground-truth pose y * n and predicted pose y n = z ln + δy n , and (2) Cross-entropy loss L C between ground-truth pose label l * n (given by Eqn. (12)) and predicted pose label l n returned by the Bin network.
A toy example of the Geodesic Bin & Delta model is illustrated in Fig. 7 in the context of points on a plane. Given training data (the points shown in red), K-Means clustering returns the dictionary of key poses: {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 } (shown in blue +). A new point y (shown in a black * ) with associated label l = 1 is now a sum of key pose z 1 and residual δy (shown in green). This is actually what is happening in the Geodesic Bin & Delta model too, except that the X-Y plane is now the tangent plane on the rotation manifold at the identity I 3 and the points are 3-dimensional instead of the 2-D points shown in the toy example in Fig. 7 .
Using one Delta network per pose-bin (Fig. 6 ) instead of only one Delta network for all pose-bins (Fig. 5 ) in the Geodesic Bin & Delta model leads to the optimization problem
where the modification is highlighted in red. This leads to more flexibility in modeling the pose residuals.
Notice that everything we have discussed so far is valid for both axis-angle and quaternion representations, with the only modification for quaternions being
to ensure the unit-norm constraint.
Riemannian Bin & Delta Model
Another way to interpret the pose residual in the Geodesic Bin & Delta model is
whereR l = exp(z l ) is the key rotation associated with key pose z l . As we mentioned earlier, the log operation projects the rotation matrix R onto the tangent plane at the identity, I 3 , and Eqn. (19) defines the pose residual as a difference in the tangent plane. We propose an alternative definition of the pose residual
where we now project the rotation matrix R onto the tangent plane at key rotationR l . This is equivalent to defining the combination function g(·, ·) as g(z l , δy) = log(exp(z l ) exp(δy)).
We call this the Riemannian Bin & Delta model because we use the Riemannian exponential and logarithm maps in defining what the output of the Bin and Delta networks represent. The pose output is now given by
Substituting this into the mixed loss of Eqn. (14), we get the optimization problem
where we again minimize the weighted sum of two terms:
(1) Geodesic loss L R between ground-truth rotations R * n and predicted rotations R n , and (2) Cross-entropy loss L C between ground-truth class label l * n and predicted class label l n .
A toy example of the Riemannian Bin & Delta model for a circle is shown in Fig. 8 . The figure shows a circle with 5 tangent planes corresponding to key poses R i , i = 1, ..., 5. The rotation R (shown in red) is now a combination of the key poseR 1 , with pose label l = 1, and the delta δy (shown in orange).
Again, using one Delta network per pose-bin we get the modified optimization problem
where the difference is highlighted in red. Note that everything is defined in terms of rotations for the Riemannian Bin & Delta model and we use only the axis-angle representation in this model, which are easily transformed to rotations via the Rodrigues' rotation formula.
Probabilistic Bin & Delta Model
In the Geodesic Bin & Delta model, given the output probabilities of the Bin network for image x n , p nk , k = {1, . . . , K}, we predict the most likely pose label as l n = argmax k p nk and use it during network training. A different formulation that better uses this probability output is our Probablistic Bin & Delta model which solves the optimization problem
where we are now weighting the geodesic loss between the ground-truth pose y * n and per-category predicted pose y k n = z k + δy n with the the probability of the pose label being assigned that class, p nk . The final predicted pose is still given by y n = z ln + δy n , where l n = argmax k p nk , but we expect to learn better models due to more information in the modified optimization problem. The one-delta per pose-bin version of this model is given by the optimization problem
with the difference highlighted in red again.
RelaXed Bin & Delta
Another relaxation in our original problem formulation is that instead of a hard assignment (via K-Means), where we assign a single key-pose to an image i.e. l * n = argmax k y * n − z k 2 , a more flexible model and possibly more informative model would be to do a soft assignment to all key-poses and use this probabilistic information in a better way. Post K-Means, one can generate a probabilistic assignment using 
where
and its variant
RelaXed Probabilistic Bin & Delta Model
The same relaxation described in §5.3.4 can be applied to the Probabilistic Bin & Delta model to get RelaXedProbabilistic Bin & Delta models:
These were the models proposed as Probabilistic Bin & Delta previously (Mahendran et al, 2018) , but as can be seen above, they include two probabilistic changes and are studied separately as three different classes of models here.
Simple Bin & Delta Model
Instead of applying the regression loss at the pose output, we can apply it at the output of the Delta network leading to our Simple Bin & Delta model,
and its one-delta-per-pose-bin variant,
As discussed in Mahendran et al (2017) , the geodesic loss function is highly non-convex with many local optima, which makes it important to initialize the network weights correctly. We initialize weights of the Geodesic Bin & Delta model and the Riemannian Bin & Delta models by training the Simple Bin & Delta model for one epoch of training data. These Simple Bin & Delta models have been used in prior work Güler et al, 2017) and they explicitly enforce supervision on the outputs of the two individual networks.
Log-Euclidean Bin & Delta Model
The geodesic loss between the ground-truth and predicted rotations in the Riemannian Bin & Delta model can be approximated by the Euclidean distance on the tangent space at the identity,
This approximation is better the closer R ln is to R * n or alternately, the closer R T ln R * n is to the Identity. This new regression loss gives us the Log-Euclidean Bin & Delta model,
and its variant,
where the term log(R T ln R * n ) can be precomputed for efficiency of training.
Data Augmentation using 3D Pose Jittering
We assume that each image is annotated with a 3D rotation R(az, el, ct) = R Z (ct)R X (el)R Z (az), where R Z and R X denote rotations around the z-and x-axis respectively. Jittered bounding boxes (bounding boxes with translational shifts that have sufficient overlap with the original box), like in V&K (Tulsiani and Malik, 2015) , introduce small unknown changes in the corresponding R. Instead, we augment our data by generating new samples corresponding to known small shifts in camera-tilt and azimuth. We call this new augmentation strategy 3D pose jittering (see Fig. 9 ). Small shifts in camera-tilt lead to in-plane rotations, which are easily captured by rotating the image. Small shifts in azimuth or elevation angles lead to out-of-plane rotations, which can be described by homographies. We estimate these homographies in the following way: (i) we first project a CAD model of the object onto the image (we use a small percentage of the 3D points closest to the camera for the projection step), (ii) we rotate the object by a small angle in azimuth and/or elevation, (iii) we project the same set of points used earlier onto the image with new rotation (this is also the updated target for our training), and (iv) we compute a homography using the DLT algorithm (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004 ) between the two sets of projected points. We generate a dense grid of samples corresponding to R(az ± δaz, el, ct ± δct). We also flip all samples, which corresponds to R(−az, el, −ct). Along with these augmented images, we also use rendered images provided publicly by Render-for-CNN (Su et al, 2015) 1 to supplement our training data.
Results and Discussion
First, we describe the Pascal3D+ dataset (Xiang et al, 2014) , a popular benchmark dataset used for evaluating 3D pose estimation methods. Then we present the metrics we use to evaluate all our models. Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework and models with state-of-the-art performance on this challenging task. Finally, we present an ablation study on different decision choices we make in our pose estimation system.
Dataset
The Pascal3D+ consists of images of twelve object categories: aeroplane (aero), bicycle (bike), boat, bottle, bus, car, chair, diningtable (dtable), motorbike (mbike), sofa, train and tvmonitor (tv). These images were curated from the Pascal VOC 2012 Everingham et al (2015) and ImageNet Deng et al (2009) datasets, and annotated with 3D pose in terms of the Euler angles (az, el, ct).
We use the ImageNet-trainval as our training data, Pascaltrain images as our validation data and the Pascal-val images as our testing data. Following the protocol of Tulsiani and Malik (2015) ; Su et al (2015) and others, we use ground-truth bounding boxes of un-occluded and un-truncated objects. All our results in §7.3 are obtained using these ground-truth bounding boxes. We also evaluate the performance of our models on bounding boxes returned by object detection systems in §7.5.
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performance of our models, we use two standard metrics proposed in Xiang et al (2014) : M edErr and Acc π
6
. M edErr is the median angle error (in degrees) between ground-truth and predicted rotation,
where ∠(R * n , R n ) = cos
is the angle between ground-truth rotation R * n and predicted rotation R n for test image x n (3). Acc π 6 is the percentage of test images that have angle error less than 30
To evaluate the performance of 3D pose estimation models with detected bounding boxes instead of groundtruth ones, Xiang et al (2014) and Tulsiani and Malik (2015) extended the AP (Average Precision) metric popularly used in the object detection literature to two metrics: ARP θ and AV P K . While computing the AP metric, a detected bounding box is considered good if it has an intersection over union (IOU ) overlap of at least 0.5 with a ground-truth box. For the ARP metric, the detected bounding box must have sufficient overlap IOU > 0.5 and have estimated rotation within 30
• of the ground-truth rotation, ∠(R * n , R n ) < 30
• . Note that we choose θ = 30
• similar to Tulsiani and Malik (2015) . For the AV P K metric, the azimuth angles are binned into K non-overlapping bins and a detection is considered good if IOU > 0.5 and (az * ) == (az) where (az) is the bin corresponding to azimuth angle az. Previous works (Tulsiani and Malik, 2015; Su et al, 2015; Massa et al, 2016) have reported performance using the AV P 4 , AV P 8 , AV P 16 and AV P 24 metrics. We also report our performance on these numbers. However, note that this metric is unfair for our models because whereas all previous works enforce supervision on the Euler angles (the azimuth angle included) directly, we enforce supervision on rotation matrices. We compute the azimuth angle from our estimated rotations and compare with ground-truth.
3D Pose Estimation
We break down all our results along the lines of our models. We first discuss the performance of our pure regression models, then the classification model and finally our mixed-classification regression models. For all models discussed in this section and in §7.5, we use the axis-angle representation for rotation matrices. We discuss the choice of representation: axis-angle v/s quaternion as part of our ablation experiments in §7.4. For all experiments and models we discuss in the next sections, we ran each experiment three times and report the mean across three trials. For the error bars shown in all future figures, we use the standard deviation computed across these trials.
Pure Regression. Our first comparison is between the Geodesic and Euclidean regression models defined in §4.3 and §4.4.1 respectively. As can be seen in Table 2 , using a geodesic regression loss significantly improves performance compared to Euclidean regression loss. Table 20 contains more detailed results with a breakdown per object category and the same behavior is observed for all object categories. This is in line with our expectations that a geodesic loss better reflects the underlying geometry of the problem and using this loss results in a big performance boost.
Pure Classification. We now evaluate the performance of the pure classification model described in §4.4.2. We ran K-Means clustering on the pose-targets of the ren- dered images to generate a pose dictionary. The size of the pose dictionary K is a hyper-parameter of the model and we evaluated different models on the validation set to determine best choice of K. As can be seen in Table 3 , K = 200 gave us the best results and is the size of the pose dictionary for all our mixed classificationregression models unless mentioned otherwise. In Table 4 , we report the performance of our classification models on the test set and it is interesting to note that with a larger pose dictionary, we get a big improvement in the M edErr metric for a reduction in Acc π 6 performance. We also see that the classification model seems to perform better than the regression model which is another motivation for our mixed classification-regression models.
Geodesic Bin & Delta. We start with our first mixed classification-regression model, the Geodesic Bin & Delta model (GBD in short), described in §5.3.1. In our previous work (Mahendran et al, 2018) , we noted that hyper-parameter values of α = 1 for K = 100 for the M G model and α = 10 for K = 16 for the M G + model worked best. For the M G + model, we stay with this choice of hyper-parameters and study the choice of α for the new choice of K = 200 for the M G model in Table 5 . We then report the performance of these models on the test set in Table 6 and Figure 10 . As can be seen in the results, the one-delta-per-bin model in M G + performs better for both metrics. Also, note that some object categories like diningtable, boat, bicycle and motorbike show larger errorbars compared to others and it is important to compare these and not just the absolute numbers to determine if the improvement a model makes is statistically significant. A comparison between the current-state-of-the-art pose estimation methods and a few of our models is shown in Table 12 and our Geodesic Bin & Delta model M G + achieves the state-of-the-art performance averaged across all twelve categories of the Pascal3D+ dataset under both the M edErr and Acc π 6 metrics.
Riemannian Bin & Delta. These models (RBD in short) were described in §5.3.2 and the key difference between these models and the GBD models discussed above is in what the pose residual δy represents in both models. We use the same hyper-parameters of the GBD models for all future models including the Riemannian ones. We report their performance in Table 7 . We also compare the performance of the RBD model M R + model with the corresponding GBD model M G + in Figure 11 . A closer look shows that these two • ) has a large errorbar due to bad performance for one of the three trials (diningtable M edErr : 9.77
• , 9.43 • , 26.02
Probabilistic Bin & Delta. These models (PBD in short) are described in §5.3.3 and are a probabilistic variation of the GBD models with the geodesic regression loss between ground-truth and predicted pose now weighted by the probability of pose-class predictions rather than just the most-likely pose-class. As can be seen in Table 8 , these models perform slightly worse than the GBD models but are still competitive. The advantage of these models is that these did not require any initialization strategy unlike GBD where we needed to initialize the models with 1 epoch of training the Simple Bin & Delta models.
RelXed Bin & Delta. These models (XBD in short) are also described in §5.3.4 and involve relaxing the hard-assignment of K-Means to a soft-assignment which also modifies the standard cross-entropy loss of the classification task to a Kullback-Liebler divergence between ground-truth and predicted probability distributions over the pose dictionary. A key hyper-parameter for these models is the γ in Eqn. (27) which controls how peaky the probability distribution looks like. If we choose too high a γ it will be equivalent to a hard-assignment, while if we choose too low a γ it will lead to confusion between nearby pose classes. γ is also a function of the pose dictionary and for the XBD models, we choose
This is can also be considered to be a function of the size of the pose dictionary, K. In Table 9 , we see that increasing K leads to worse results. We speculate that this is because as we increase K, we are discretizing the pose space into smaller clusters which are now closer to each other and more sensitive to both the choice of γ and not as robust to mistakes in the classification task. For K = 16, we just report performance for the one-delta-per-bin version of the model i.e. for model M X + : M edErr = 11.53 and Acc π 6 = 0.8407.
RelaXed Probabilistic Bin & Delta. These models (XPBD in short) combine both the probabilistic weighting of geodesic losses and soft-assignment of pose-class labels. They were discussed in our previous work (Mahendran et al, 2018) Table 11 : Performance of our Simple Bin & Delta models, M S (α = 1, K = 100) and M S + (α = 1, K = 16), and Log-Euclidean Bin & Delta models, M LE (α = 1, K = 100) and M LE + (α = 1, K = 16) on the test set.
els and we report their performance in Table 10 . Compared to the conference version of this work (Mahendran et al, 2018), where we combined both probabilistic relaxations into one model, a separate model for each modification shows us that the probabilistic weighting drives model performance and not the soft assignment. Fig. 12 shows a comparison of four of our best models (M G +, M R +, M P + and M XP +) for all 12 object categories. We can see that for some categories like bicycle, bottle, bus, diningtable, motorbike, train and tvmonitor, the errorbars for all four models overlap and can be considered equivalent. For some categories like bus, boat, car and chair, two pairs of equivalent models, M G + & M R + and M P + & M XP + are formed where one pair is better than the other.
Simple Bin & Delta and Log-Euclidean Bin & Delta. We report the performance of these models in Table 11 . Based on our previous work (Mahendran et al, 2017) , we observed that applying a Euclidean regression loss on just the output of the Delta network is not sufficient and is not geometrically accurate. We make an assumption that with a discretized pose space, the Euclidean or Log-Euclidean regression loss starts to approximate the Geodesic regression loss. However, this is either not observed in practice (as can be seen from our results) or is practically infeasible (we would need a one-delta-per-bin model with a much finer discretization). We did not study these models in more detail in this work.
State-of-the-Art comparison. We compare our results with those of state-of-the-art methods in Table 12 and show that for four of our Bin & Delta models achieve better performance and that our Geodesic Bin & Delta model achieves the best results. In Fig. 13 , we compare the performance of our best mixed classificationregression models with some baseline pure regression, pure classification methods and the current state-ofthe-art pose estimation methods averaged across all object categories and show that we achieve better results under both M edErr and Acc π 6 metrics. A full list of all our Bin & Delta models with per-category performance under both metrics can be found in Table 24 .
Ablation Analysis
In this section, we discuss three decision choices we made in our pose estimation pipeline: (1) Choice of representation, (2) Choice of feature network and (3) Choice of data augmentation.
Orientation Representation. As we discussed earlier in §3.1, we can represent a rotation matrix in terms of Euler angles, Axis-angles or Quaternions. We prefer to use the axis-angle representation due to its compactness and the geodesic properties defined on top of it. However, quaternions could also have been chosen and all the models re-defined with them instead. We now study how the choice of quaternions as our pose representation would affect the performance of our models. We use quaternions in our Euclidean regression model R E , our Geodesic Regression model R G and our Geodesic Bin & Delta models R G and R G +. As can be seen in Table 13 and Fig. 14 , both representations are equivalent for most object categories with axis-angle being better for some. For some models like the Riemannian Bin & Delta and the Log-Euclidean Bin & Delta, the axis-angle representation is a more direct choice compared to quaternions.
Feature Network. In our first work on 3D pose regression (Mahendran et al, 2017) , we used the VGG-M network (Chatfield et al, 2014) and in our recent work, we use the ResNet50 network (He et al, 2016a) . One could exhaustively search over all possible feature networks and find the one that performs the best but that is not the aim of this work. Instead, we just analyze two choices of feature networks: a standard VGG13 with Batch-Norms (from the PyTorch model zoo) and a ResNet50 (also from the PyTorch model zoo) and compare their performance under our Geodesic Bin & Delta models. As can be seen in Table 14 , the models with a ResNet feature network perform better than the models with a VGG feature network. This has also been observed previously in other works (Grabner et al, 2018) . Data Augmentation. We use both 3D Pose jittered and rendered images to augment our training data. We now study how using just one of these would affect the
Metric
Model aero bike boat bottle bus car chair dtable mbike sofa train tv Mean M edErr (Tulsiani and Malik, 2015) 13.8 17.7 21.3 12.9 5.8 9.1 14.8 15.2 14.7 13.7 8.7 15.4 13.59 (Su et al, 2015) 15.4 14.8 25.6 9.3 3.6 6.0 9.7 10.8
16.7 9.5 6.1 12.6 11.68 (Mousavian et al, 2017) 13.6 12.5 22.8 8.3 3.1 5.8 11.9 12.5 12.3 12.8 6.3 11.9 11.15 (Grabner et al, 2018) 10.0 15.6 19.1 8.6 3.3 5.1 13.7 11.8 12.2 13.5 6.7 11.0 10.88 M G + 8.5 14.8 20.5 7.0 3.1 5.1 9.3 11.3 14.2 10.2 5.6 11.7 10.10 M R + 9.1 15.3 20.9 7.3 2.9 5.0 9.5 15.1 14.5 9.4 5.7 11.5 10.52 M P + 9.8 14.9 23.6 6.8 2.5 4.7 10.1 14.3 13.8 11.7 5.6 11.8 10.80 M XP + 10.6 15.0 23.9 6.7 2.7 4.7 9.8 12.6 13.9 9.7 5.3 11.7 10.54 Table 12 : Comparison with current state-of-the-art algorithms for 3D pose estimation from 2D images on the Pascal3D+ dataset under different metrics. Lower is better for the MedErr metric and higher is better for the Accuracy metric. Best results are highlighted in bold and second-best results are shown in red (best seen in color). performance of our Geodesic Bin & Delta models. As can be seen in Table 15 , using both augmented and rendered images is important to train our models. We believe that the more powerful model M G + performs worse than M G when training on purely rendered images because it is overfitting rendered data which is dif- ferent from the real data distribution/images on which the models are finally tested.
3D Pose Estimation with Detected bounding boxes
So far all the experimental evaluation was done with ground-truth bounding boxes with un-occluded and untruncated objects. This allows us to focus on the orientation estimation problem assuming known detection and categorization. In this section, instead of groundtruth bounding boxes returned by an oracle, we use bounding boxes returned by an object detection system. As mentioned earlier in §7.2, we compare with other methods under the modified metrics for joint object detection and pose estimation: the ARP π 6 and AV P K metrics where K = 4, 8, 16, 24. We again emphasize that the AVP metric is an unfair metric for our models because we do not enforce any supervision on the azimuth angle unlike other models. We still report these numbers for the sake of completeness.
Firstly, as can be seen in Table 16 , we significantly improve upon the state-of-the-art (Tulsiani and Malik, 2015) under the ARP π 6 metric. We evaluate the performance of our Geodesic Bin & Delta models (M G and M G +) with bounding boxes returned by three object detection systems: (i) RCNN 2 (Tulsiani and Malik, 2015) (ii) RCNN 3 (Su et al, 2015) and (iii) Mask-RCNN 4 (He et al, 2017; Girshick et al, 2018) . A direct comparison between our work and that of Tulsiani and Malik (2015) using their detected bounding boxes shows that we improve upon their performance by at least 5 points. This shows that we are actually improving the pose estimation performance and not just boosting the metric artificially using better object detection systems. Using the current state-of-the-art detection system of Mask RCNN leads to an even bigger improvement of around 15.1 points for the M G model and 17.4 points for the M G + model. Additionally, we observe that the M G + model is consistently better than the M G model for all detection systems. This is consistent with the performance on ground-truth boxes where the M G + model (10.10
• ) has lower median angle error compared to the M G model (11.44
• ). Similarly we observe that the ARP performance follows the order RCNN < V&K < Mask-RCNN. This is also consistent with the object detection performance under the AP metric. We analyze the performance of these models in more detail in Table 17 and it shows that better detections is just part of the reason for improved performance. We report three metrics: (i) % Detected: the percentage of bounding boxes detected correctly by the detection system (IoU overlap > 0.5), (ii) % Correct: the percentage of bounding boxes detected correctly and having pose error < 30
• , and (iii) MedErr: median pose error (in degrees) for all detected bounding boxes. Note that Pose-Err includes even those cases where the bounding box was detected correctly but the pose was estimated incorrectly. From this table, we see that both % Detected and % Correct increase with a better detection system but also the Pose-Err goes down. This tells us that we are not only detecting more bounding boxes with Mask-RCNN + M G + but also estimating their pose more accurately.
As can be seen in Table 18 , for the AVP metric, we are clearly better than Su et al (2015) but are worse than Tulsiani and Malik (2015) and Massa et al (2016) , especially for a higher number of azimuth bins K = 24. Note that Massa et al (2016) Table 18 : Performance of our Geodesic Bin & Delta models on the test using under the AV P K metric with different detected bounding boxes. Higher is better. (Girshick, 2015) detection framework, which in principle should give better results than systems trained on ground-truth bounding boxes and evaluated on detected ones (like V&K, R4CNN and Ours)
Conclusion
Orientation estimation is a challenging computer vision problem with applications in many domains. Current deep learning methods, in spite of their impressive performance, do not fully exploit the geometry of the orientation space. We designed regression-based deep learning models that use representations and loss functions that respect the Riemannian structure of the orientation space. We also built a framework of mixed classification-regression that leads to a family of Bin & Delta models that model the geometry of the pose data.
We trained these models using a data augmentation strategy that is designed to capture perturbations in the orientation space. Our proposed models achieved stateof-the-art results on the challenging PASCAL3D+ benchmarking dataset across a variety of metrics using both ground-truth and detected bounding boxes demonstrating the significant gain in performance we achieved by using geometrically appropriate models.
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A Implementation Details
All our code was implemented in PyTorch and will be made publicly available 5 . We used Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10 −4 and subsequent reductions by a factor of 0.1 after every epoch. For the One-bin-and-delta models: 
B More Results
In §7.3 and §7.4, we provided results for different models and experiments averaged across all twelve object categories. We now provide expanded tables with per-category results. We also provide a list of correspondences in Table 19 . Table 2  Table 20  Table 3  Table 21  Table 4  Table 22  Table 5  Table 23  Tables 6,7,8,10,11  Table 24  Table 9  Table 25  Table 13  Table 26  Table 15  Table 27  Table 14  Table 28  Table 16  Tables 29,30  Table 17  Table 31  Table 18 Table 32 Table 29 : Performance of our Geodesic Bin & Delta models under the ARP metric using detected bounding boxes. We use the bounding boxes provided by V&K (Tulsiani and Malik, 2015) and R4CNN (Su et al, 2015) . Higher is better. 
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